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Guide Overview

Get people talking 
with these engaging 

prompts
Prompts about your 

business

Get writing fast with 
these fill-in-the-
blank prompts

Prompts all about 
the intersection of 

life + business

Authenticity 
building prompts all 
about your journey

A peek behind the 
scenes into you + 

your views

Prompts to lift up 
your audience
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Address the 
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room

Talking about your 
products + items

3 tips to keep in mind...
hundreds of  starters, questions, + fill in the blank style prompts
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Guide Overview
to simplify your content creation + posting

A quick guideline for 
what to post when 
is aiming for 80% 

lifestyle/behind the 
scenes/engagement/

how to’s etc with 
just 20% of your 

posts directly selling 
related. 

Quick rule of thumb: 
for every 10 posts, 

2 can be more 
promotional in tone. 
On instagram, you 
might switch this to 
2 out of every 9 to 
balance your feed 

look/feel.

How much is too 
much? Is this too 

personal?  
You decide the rules 
for how much you’re 

willing to share.  
Decide what you’re 

comfortable with and  
stick to that.

1 2 3

3 tips to keep in mind...

Balance Rule of Thumb Sharing

I offer a monthly coaching + marketing program that guides you through 
an easy to use system so you never have to stress about content 
creation again.  Create everything you need in hours, not days.

Get a complete, evergreen marketing plan 
that shows you exactly what to post & when.

Want more?

LEARN MORE

mailto:hello%40madebrilliant.com?subject=I%20want%20to%20learn%20more%20about%20Simple%20Growth


intro
Getting Started
Inside, you’ll find hundreds of prompts you can use on 
days when you’re struggling with the blank page or 
need a little more inspiration to build on an idea.

Interpret the prompt however you like! 

If it says “A sign” you can take that literally and post 
a photo of a sign you find fun/intriguing/cute or 
figuratively and talk about a sign you received.  
Use what works for you.

There is no right or wrong way to use the prompts so 
have fun! 

intro

BUSINESS



intro

02

Inside this section you’ll find many ways to share about 
your business that inform and tell the larger story about 

your products and services. 

PROMPTS ALL ABOUT YOUR 
BUSINESS

BUSINESS
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OR

Strictly Business
MORE ABOUT THE PROMPTS

When it comes to talking about your products and services, it can be difficult 
to think of different ways to talk about them without being repetitive or only 

talking about the features or benefits. (Though you should definitely talk about 
those too!)

The prompts included aim to provide various ways to give greater depth to 
what you do and sell from talking about materials to what you wish people 

knew about what you do/offer.

The goal is to offer you ways to go beyond the basics of price, color, texture 
and stand out from the competition with depth. 

THIS THAT

It’s white and blue striped The clay is locally sourced 

Most popular item Why customers love our _____

It looks pretty in a box All of our packaging is recycled

It’s $299 Why we source our goods from ___

Stock photo of product Photo of the item in use

It’s a great gift How to (choose a size/color/etc)
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Strictly Business
THE PROMPTS

How it’s made

Close up of details

What sets us apart

Process

Customer reviews

Every purchase includes

Client Process

Sales

Care that goes into every purchase

How to care for your purchase

We strive to...

Ordering Process

Promotions

How to use your product

Special details

We always...

Materials we use

In Situ 

Upcoming product releases

Unusual uses for your product

Why our materials are superior

How we ship things

Where to buy

Who to buy it for

About Our Packaging

Inside the box

When to buy

Limited Edition Announcement
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Strictly Business

Back in Stock Announcement

Choosing a size

Custom ordering options

Giving Back/Charities you support

Features

Advantages

Benefits

Why it’s better

What you wish they knew...

Frequently Asked Questions

Collaborations

Upcoming events

Giveaways

Pop ups/Markets/Shows

Common concerns

Who I love to help

My dream clients

Why we source from...

What goes into our sourcing decisions...

Ecological Impact of our products

Social Impact of your purchase

Why we do what we do

How I got started

Where we’re headed

How to avoid buyer’s remorse

Coming soon...

Our x goes great with z

Our industry heros

Where we find our goods

Who we work with

What we care about

Why we love our customers

# of ways to use z (z=what you sell)

What to expect
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BUSINESS LIFE
As an entreprenuer or 

soloprenuer, your life is 
intertwined with your business
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BLURRING LINES
BETWEEN BIZ + LIFE

This group of prompts is all about pulling 
back the curtain on your business because 
for you, that IS sharing your life. (And even if 
you have a team, these prompts are a great 
way to draw people into everything it takes 
to run your business in an inspirational and 
aspirational way. 

People buy from people they 
like.
Help people like you more by sharing 
more about your business and how you 
run it--including your real struggles and 
accomplishments!

If you’re like most solo + entreprenuers, your 
life really is your business. You wear many hats 
and your business is woven into every day. You 
probably keep working towards “work/life 
balance” and you know that they’ll always be 
intricately linked even if you do figure out how to 
vacation without shutting it all down.
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How we developed our packaging

On my desk

Workspace

What inspires my work

On the shelf

Favorite desk item

Business books I’m reading

Business books I want to read

Tools of the trade

Your core values

Ideas I’m tossing around

Behind the scenes:  your helpers

How your business captivates you

Dealing with haters

How I view competition

My business mistakes

Where I work

My message

My purpose

My meaning

My path to here

The perks of the job

Business advice I wish I’d gotten

I wish I’d known...

You should know this about being an entrepreneur

Work in progress

Unfinished projects

Lost projects

My perspective on being in business

Risky business decisions I’ve made

Risky decisions that paid off

My process for creating

My vision for my business

In my business, I love meeting:

My hope for my business

On my screen

What I’m working on

How I vet/test ideas

How I know when to pursue a project

How I know when to let a project go

The artist behind the brand

My hidden story

Business Life
THE PROMPTS
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If I’m honest

Why I love what I do so much

The first time I (did the thing you do now)

The reason why I do what I do

This I know about running a business

Partnerships I’m building

My trusty sidekick

Employees

...In the making

From _______ to now

Before + After

Then and now

What I’ve been up to

Where I get help/advice

Personal Invitation to something

Next up:

In the final stages

Business skill I’m learning

Business skill I’m honing/perfecting

Business skill I know needs work

Things to come

Two years ago I,

Everything I hoped for

Keeps me growing

Concept to creation

Reflection

Celebrating

Gives me goosebumps

How I spend my days

I’m like a mad scientist because...

Best Business decision

Worst Business decision

Still figuring it out

What’s eluding me

Challenges I may chicken out on

So proud

Working late

Making room in the business

Start with...

Where I’m taking my work

Where my heart (and biz) are headed

What’s to come

A closer look

Routine /am/pm/

Bumps in the road

Always improving on...

Business Life
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Today’s goals:

Scariest business moment

From the archives

How the weather effects my work

Researching for business

What I’m learning

3 ways to:

In the wee hours

Out of time

Take the plunge

Rejects

Outtakes

me, working

How I fell in love with what I do

Showing off my handiwork

Bits + pieces

How I handle change

How I know when it’s time to make changes

Reality vs “supposed to do” in business

Time to...

Who I love to help

My thoughts on ____ biz topic

My ah-ha moment

Missed opportunities

What keeps me going in my biz

1 minute explanation

Makes my head hurt

What it means to be an____

My messy desk

Shortcuts 

Ways I preserve my sanity

How I deal with unhappy customers

Happy accidents

My “uniform”

I’ll work late for...

Nothing brings me more joy in my biz than...

Where I find my inspiration

Mini tutorial

Secret weapon

My bold choices 

How I found my style

My workspace right now

Obstacles I’m facing

Obstacles I’ve overcome

Can’t live without business edition

If you told me ____ ago, I wouldn’t have 
believed you

Business Life
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YOU + YOUR WORLD

When I talk about sharing 
“behind the scenes” of your life, 
it often comes up that it feels like 
oversharing. After all, people are on 
your business profile right?

While they are there to follow your 
business, knowing who you are 
completes the picture and gives 
them more reasons to spend with 
you.

You’re not a corporation so your 
social media shouldn’t feel like it is 
(unless that’s the vibe you’re going 
for!). 

Being real and authentic gains you 
real followers and connection. In 
turn, that drives traffic and sales as 
well as spreads via word of mouth. 

Your life is more than just your 
business and your life didn’t start 
when you started posting online.  
People love buying from people they 
know and trust--and the easiest way 
to build that relationship is by sharing 
about you + your life. 

“No one needs anything. No one 
needs a reason to buy - they buy 
because they want to.”  

― Meir Ezra

04
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Saturdays are for...

My perfect Sunday morning...

Currently reading

Favorite flavor of ice cream + why

Stolen moment

When I can’t sleep I...

How I find quiet time

What I did before this

What I’m longing for

How I get warm

What I want to read

I am

I am not

I do

I do not

Sparkle

Remind me

I need constant reminders for...

What I’m trying to change

Where I’m focusing now

What I’m embracing

What I want to do

What I’m trying to improve

How I relax + unwind

I try to be intentional about...

A time when I turned the car around

Whirlwind moment

My must have’s

Something sharp

A time when my heart skipped a beat

Something I can’t pass up

Let me cheer you on

Who cheers me on

How I’m helping rise the tide

How I deal with haters

_____Seems magical to me

I’m always in awe of ____

Raw

My mistakes 

What I’ve learned from my mistakes

What overwhelms me

How I deal with overwhelm

Behind the scenes of your life
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Introvert or extrovert

What I love about me

Ooh la la!

My place

Caught my eye

Made me stand still

Stopped me in my tracks

Made me squeal/makes me squeal

Delightful

Can’t get enough of...

It’s temporary

The path

What I collect

What never fails

Always cheers me up

I always say yes to

The first time

Makes me feel brave

How I fake confidence when I feel scared

In summer I miss...

In winter I miss...

Moody

Advice I wish I’d gotten sooner

Contrast

Insights

A glimpse

You should know

Side project in progress

A sign

_____ is my jam

Can’t stop singing

On repeat:

Will dance in public if _____ comes on

Craving____

My guilty pleasure

Favorite of the moment

How I treat myself on a bad day

Out + About

What I order at the coffee shop...

Who I follow + why

Inspired by...

How I take my coffee/tea

What I splurge on

I’ll pay extra for

My morning routine

Sweet spot

Every day must haves

Never leave home without...
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My view

In my pocket

on my shelf

In the cabinet

I’m proud of ....

A kind word for you

Something growing

A thing of beauty

Green

Pile of books

Candle

Tiny happiness

How I recover from...

Places I like to visit often

My kind of...

Language I like to use

My perspective on...

Wishing I was ____ right now

At the drop of a hat

Biggest struggle I’ve faced

Biggest challenge I have right now

___ Never ceases to amaze me

Swoon

Conformist/non-conformist

What I chase

What I’m pursuing

The smell of _____ takes me back to....

How I’m evolving

Check it out

Gotta share this

What I believe

Courage dear heart

You’re not alone

My hope

Keep creating

I’ve been keeping a secret

Embrace

Sneak it in

I could listen to ___ for hours

____ is challenging me

Who challenges me

Get wild

I love meeting...

On my screen

All consuming

Subtle

Loud

New ideas
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Intimate

Can I just tell you

What I’m grateful for...

Immersed

This is loveliness

Hidden story

I’ve never told anyone

Honest

Why I love this so much

The first time I...

In the style of...

In the tradition of...

Honored

Explore

Testing

Intricate

Elaborate

Catch your breath

Be still my heart

The reason

I’m listening

In between

Stirring

Sensory

Illusion

Elusive

Invitation

Resonate

Unfolding

Comes alive

Anticipation

This I know

Rare

How I execute

Hold up

Out in front

Collecting

An old fave

Uncovered

My talented friend

Someone I admire

My trusty companion

I share my days with

Where I want to be

Moving forward

My first ever...

Transitioning

____ in the making
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Then + now

What I’ve been up to

Next up

How I’m figuring this out

Where I get my help

How I get out of my head

Been here before

What I do to get out of a funk

Spirit

Intuition

On the hunt

Never before

New to me

Consider this

Things to come

Two years ago, I...

This is what I was telling you about

Finding

Keeping

Letting go

Everything I hoped for

I swear ____

Who has helped me

I rarely___

Undone

Destruction + creation

Deconstructed

Use it for parts

Remake it

That’s the idea

Seeps in

Breathe deep

Home

A story of...

I could hardly stand...

Genuine beautiful

Most of all

Intangible

Curiosity

Keeps me growing

Borrowed

Time stood still

Becoming

From the other side

Thankful for

Reflection

What I’m holding on to

Don’t want it to end

Celebrating

Gives me goosebumps
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Tickled

Worth it

Stunning

How I spend my days

My mad scientist tendencies

Like a wild gypsy

Good for the heart

Left my inspired

I didn’t think it was possible

Best decision

Wrap your head around this

Ready to upgrade

Still figuring this out

A few steps back

Reminds me of

Chickening out

It’s happening

Here we go

Away we go

I’ve looked everywhere

So proud

Confidence

Working late

Making room

Movement

Into words

The results

My perfect ____

Vulnerable

Ordinary place

My heart is exploding

Represents everything I long to do

Start with...

Hungry for

Satisfying that craving for

Finding peace

Yearning

Where my heart is headed

First thing

When I wake up

Transcendent

Grounded

The one

The early days

Routine

Can I be honest?

Take action

Bumps in the road
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A day in my life

Materials

Things that bring me joy

When I’m not working

By hand

Always improving

On the weekend

Today’s goals

Scariest moment of my life

Love/hate mornings

Cutting room floor

Hidden Archives

Geeking out about

Something I use differently then 
everyone else



05

Inside this section you’ll find questions + call’s to action 
so you can spur conversations + action with your 

followers + community.

GET PEOPLE TALKING

ENGAGEMENT
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ENGAGEMENT

GET PEOPLE TALKING
(TO + ABOUT YOU!)

This group of prompts can serve as jumping 
off points for your entire caption or post OR 
they can simply be added to your caption to 
bring life to it and encourage people to DO 
something after reading. 

You can’t get what you don’t 
ask for. 
These are also great for polls + interaction 
on Stories so dive in and get people talking!

Until you learn how to ask for action, you’ll 
struggle with getting people to interact with your 
posts. 
We often think that posting is enough but 
truthfully, we have to ask people to take action 
if we want to see it happen. Hoping our posts 
are beautiful + thoughtful enough to inspire 
reactions is short sighted and doesn’t serve your 
busy audience. 
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Raise your hand if....

Who else hates talking about themselves? 
Raise your hand! (or post an emoji)

Know someone who would get a kick out of 
this? mention them in the comments

I just learned to....what have you been 
learning?

What are you dreading?

What are you looking forward to?

What’s your favorite part about x? (holiday, 
activity, item, routine, day, weekend, vacation, 
etc)

What could you talk for 30 minutes about 
with absolutely no preparation?  (I could talk 
about...)

What kind of party could you host in 30 
minutes? The funnier the better!

What’s your “theme song”?

What quote is giving you life lately?

What do you do to recharge?

What’s one thing you’re REALLY REALLY good 
at?

What’s one thing you’ve always wanted to be 
better at?

What do you enjoy more — posting stories or 
watching stories? Why?

Are you tired of hearing me ramble on? What 
do you wish I was saying?

Where do you login first: Insta/FB/Pin/Snap/
Tiktok? Why?

Favorite way to spend 15 minutes:

What’s your favorite story element?

a. Snapchat filters
b. Instagram stickers
c. Polls
d. Questions
e. Other

When do you get on Insta?

a. As soon as I get up
b. Not till afternoon
c. All-time, anytime
d. Other

What do you want to wrap up before the end 
of the year?

Which out of these is your favorite part of 
Instagram?

a. watching stories
b. reading posts
c. scrolling gorgeous photos
d. explore-finding new things
e. connecting with others
f. Other

Would you rather live alone in a beautiful 
countryside or work hard and live in the city 
around the people you love? Why?

Would you rather give up bathing for a month 
or give up the internet for a month?

Would you rather receive a free world tour 

Get People Talking
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opportunity or never have to pay for food at 
restaurants?

Would you rather dress-up or be casual? 
Why?

Would you rather: travel with a group, solo 
travel, or meet other travelers along the way? 
What’s your pick and why?

Would you rather go shopping with someone 
or by yourself?

Describe yourself in 3 words (mine our x,y, z)

What’s your go-to last minute breakfast?

I can’t leave the house without...

Must have fall accessory?

What’s your most used emoji?

What do you do for other people that you 
wish others would think to do for you?

What’s your idea of a fun, entertaining 
weekend?

What’s your ideal dream vacation?

Would you rather... 

Favorite book?

What’s on your nightstand?

What’s one project you wish you could finally 
finish?

Favorite children’s tv role model?

The only job I’m remotely qualified for is:

a. Snarky old crone
b. Sensitive 19th century poet
c. blissfully unaware woman gardener
d. cantankerous hermit

Excuse me while I cry into my_____. Scroll 
(emoji) to see why. Oh, the difference 
_______  makes. (Emoji)

We ALL have that one book that we’re 
obsessed with, that we want every human to 
read and we can’t shut up about! What book 
is that for you? (emoji)

Comment below on your “MUST READ” so I 
can add it to my list! (emoji)

_________ has been a game changer for me! 
What’s been rocking your world?

HELP! (emoji) Settle the debate: should 
dogs get to sleep in your bed? Comment 
below!(emoji emoji) (feel free to replace with 
your own version of something you relate to!)

HELP! (emoji) Settle the debate: should 
__________ have/do/be_____? Comment 
below!(emoji emoji)

What if today you ____________ without 
____________, ______________, or 
______________? How would that feel? 
What would that change for you?

Finish this sentence: I know I’m being 
successful when ___________

Comment below and bask in the fact that we 
each have our own definition of success, it’s a 
truly beautiful thing. (Emoji)

SOUND ON (emoji) Am I the only one who 
refuses to _____________?

Here’s your reminder to ____________

Who are your saved voicemails from or who’s 
voice do you wish you had on demand? 
Comment below! (emoji emoji)

What’s the weather like by you right now? 
Tell me while I daydream about warmth and 
sunshine! (emoji emoji)

“_______________” Double tap if you’ve 
ever said that!
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What is something you’re praying for today? 
Comment below and lift one another up! (emoji 
emoji)

SAVE THIS POST(emoji) The _________ truth is, 
you may need it as a reminder at some point.

Swipe through to learn _________

Feel free to share this post if it will help others 
know __________________

Post a “(emoji)” below if you _________

What funny traits did you pick up from your 
parents or pass down to your children? (emoji 
emoji) Tell me below!

If you have a favorite podcast episode or a 
guest interview that you’re obsessed with, 
comment below! I’d love to hear your faves! 
(emoji emoji) 

If you have a favorite _____________, comment 
below! I’d love to check it out! (emoji emoji)

Anyone else grieve a little when you finish a 
book you loved? Post a (emoji) below!

Tell me the best book you’ve read recently! 
(emoji emoji)

What’s on your docket for the weekend? Tell me 
below! (emoji)

_____________ was wildly eyeopening. Have 
you watched it yet? What did you think? (emoji 
emoji) Tell me below (emoji)

Let me know what else you want to learn or 
are wondering below and I’ll start working on it! 
(emoji)

Double tap if you needed this message! (emoji)

What are you craving? Tell me below! (emoji)

What is your favorite season? Tell me below

How are you keeping your routines this season? 
(emoji)

Double tap if you’re committed. (emoji)

Where’s the most memorable place you’ve been 
for a family vacation? Tell me below! (emoji)

Who’s hand are ya holding onto this year? 
(emoji)

CAPTION THIS PHOTO! (emoji)

Raise your hand (or double tap (emoji)) if this is 
the kind of woman you want to be!

Tag the woman you thought of first when 
reading this and encourage her below!(emoji)

Save your seat at the link in my bio!

Get my bonus before the doors close at:

How was your weekend? Tell me below! (emoji)

Did you sign up for ___________ yet? Tell me 
why you said yes below!

Is that you? Lemme know below so I can cheer 
you on! (emoji)

What’s something you’ve learned lately?(emoji) 
Comment below.

Also, dying to know! Who do you wish would 
coach you through this season of life? Comment 
below!

Double tap if you agree! (emoji)

Tag someone who is inspiring you below and 
lift their spirits today! Let’s make magic in the 
comments, ladies!

How do you best preserve your memories?

Which photo fits your mood best? Comment 
below! (emoji)

Am I the only one? Comment below! (emoji)

Want more of this? Lemme know below!
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Can you relate? Comment “yes” or “no” below!

Are you from or have you ever been to 
____________? Tell me what your experience 
was!

To hear more about ______, click the link in my 
bio

What is success to you?

Tag someone who does it all so well to remind 
them that they are doing a GREAT job!

What’s on your list for your mornings? Tell me 
below! (emoji)

How have you been celebrating milestones 
during this unique season? Share all the fun, 
innovative ways you’ve been making sure life 
and love is still celebrated! (Emoji)

What is your one sentence for today that you 
hope to look back on in (next year) and see 
growth?(emoji) Share it below so we can cheer 
you on!

Tag someone who you think would make an epic 
podcast host below!

What has 2020 revealed to you that wasn’t a part 
of your plan but has brought unexpected clarity?

Where’s your first trip to when all of this is over?

Did any of these surprise you? Any facts 
you didn’t know? Enough about me, tell me 
something about you that I wouldn’t know just 
from browsing your ‘gram!

Who’s been here since my _______ days and 
who came after them? (Emoji) Tell me below 
when you joined this journey!

Comment below if you’re in and where you’re at 
with __________.

Double tap if you needed that reminder.

When did you discover us? Share in the 
comments below!

If you’re new here, I’d love to hear from you! 
If you’ve stuck around for a while, drop me a 
(emoji) and let me know what’s keeping ya.

If you could ask me anything about 
___________, what would it be? Let me know in 
the comments below (or send me a DM!)

Have you used this _________? Tell me about it 
below! (emoji)

I have a question for you: if you could change 
something about _________, what would it be?

Too good NOT to share from _____________ 
(emoji) Tag someone who needs to hear this!

__________ Begins __________. To join, click 
the link in my bio and drop a (emoji) below!

What’s your most used emoji? Drop it below!

What’s good thing someone did for you that 
brought a smile to your face recently? Share it in 
the comments below and if they’re on insta, tag 
them so they can see your appreciation!

What’s your favorite way to light up someone’s 
day? Comment below so we can all learn how to 
make things a little better for everyone around 
us!

Fill in the blank: __________ always makes me 
smile. Share in the comments below!

What according to you was the best invention of 
the last 50 years? Tell me in the comments!

What are the three most used apps on your 
phone? Share below!

If you could make an app, what would you make 
it for? Tell me in the comments!

How much free time do you usually have for 
yourself every week? Join the convo in the 
comments below!

What do you wish you had the time to do? 

What’s your favorite leisure activity?
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Is there something you wish to do/start but 
don’t have too much time for? Share!

Describe your idea of a perfect day.

What’s the best Christmas/holiday gift you’ve 
ever received?

What traditions do you have during the 
Christmas/holiday season?

Where do you usually spend Christmas? 
Where would you rather be?

Dm me one of your favourite Christmas 
pictures from your camera roll--I want to see 
your take on the holidays!

Did where you grew up shape you as a 
person? How?

When was the last time you visited your 
hometown? How was it?

What are the things around you that remind 
you of your hometown?

Do you have a picture of your hometown? 
Drop it in my DM’s!

Do you prefer shopping online or in store?

What is the one rule you follow while 
shopping?

What are you saving up to buy?

What are two things that happened this week 
that you’re grateful for?

Are there things that you think you’ve taken 
for granted that you should be grateful for?

What is different today than it was a year ago 
that you’re grateful for?

How do you push yourself to be more creative 
every day?

Do you think creativity is important?

How do you practice creativity in your 
personal and professional life?

What’s the most creative project you’ve 
undertaken so far?

What inspires you?

Where have you found your creative spark 
most recently?

What stops you from creating?

What gets in the way of your creative 
practice?

What’s the most frustrating thing about trying 
to be creative?

How comfortable are you with change? Why/
why not?

Have you made any recent changes in your 
life?

What do you think about the speed of change 
happening in the world today?

What’s one thing that you think needs to be 
changed in the world or around you?

If you could change one thing about yourself 
what would it be?

Are you good at learning new things? Are you 
an active learner or a passive learner?

Don’t be afraid to use emojis to ask questions



MAD LIBS!
Use these “fill in the blank” prompts 
to eliminate the blank page forever! 
If you ever can’t think of something 
to say, jump in here and see what 
speaks to you. 

Keep it simple, don’t overthink it. 

As with everything here, use what 
you like and leave the rest. 

If you’ve never done a Mad Lib, don’t 
fret! These are super simple and are 
really about giving you a jumping off 
point to get started. 

Once you replace negative thoughts with positive 
ones, you’ll start having positive results. 

-Willie Nelson
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I’ve basically become my mother and....

I used to _________ but let’s be honest, 
____________

Not going to lie, ________ in _________is pretty 
remarkable.

Weekend plans include: __________

I struggle to allow myself to __________

Just in case you need a reminder to 
____________, here it is!

HOW IT STARTED vs. HOW IT’S GOING. (emoji)

________ for fun before ______ and when I 
________ (instead of _______) has been a game 
changer for me!

True story: I used to hate ____________ and 
here’s why...

When I stopped approaching _________, 
___________ happened (and here’s why I’m glad/
here’s what’s changed)

Are you avoiding ______________? (here’s why/
here’s my story)

When I was __________, I ________. Now as a 
________, I _____________. 

Don’t worry about people understanding 
______________ --it’s ______________.

I see ________ and think ___________

A year ago we _______________ ...

Channeling ______ energy so/until _________

I don’t know about you but my __________ is 
always ___________!

3 Reasons to _______________

I used to _______________, I just wanted to 
__________.

Before ________,  I would have ________
the _____________ not realizing 
______________________

Sometimes the beauty _____________.

Funny story....When _____________ was 
_______________, ______________ (tell the 
story/what happened)

Ask me how I’m doing and I’ll probably tell you 
____________________

TGIF, signing off early to spend some quality 
time with ______________ and we’re going to 
_______________

One of my FAVORITE things is getting to see/
hear________________

Call me crazy but I love ___________

Here’s a tiny peek into _________

Random observation: my favorite ___________ 
usually involves ________

When you think of ________ ______________ is 
probably the last thing that comes to mind.

Mad Libs
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YOUR STORY
Find ways to pull back the curtain 

on what makes you, you.
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SHARING YOUR STORY 
WITHOUT OVERSHARING

When you share from the heart, it opens 
doors for people to “risk” being vulnerable 

and leave a comment. 

Sharing personal stories shows people 
you’re real and trustworthy too. 

It also subltly gives people permission to 
show up as they are in their own lives. 

Why get personal?
IT DRIVES ENGAGEMENT + SALES

What lines won’t you cross? For some people, 
their line is sharing names so everyone they 
mention has a pet name. You never know the 
names of their spouse or kids because that’s 
beyond the boundary they’ve set. 

You choose your boundary. 

A mix of starters and fill-in-the-blank style 
prompts, these help you find relatable things to 
share that keep things approachable.
If your brand is all about going deep, by all 
means do! 
You can answer these in as great or little depth as 
you’d like and as fits your brand--and matches 
your personal boundaries. 

Another thing to keep in mind is the tone you 
have established for your business. If you’re a 
light and fluffy account, skew that direction. If 
you’re more serious, keep it that way. And if you 
normally avoid sharing any personal info at all, 
you will want to use this list sparingly. 

Keep it real. 

Regardless of what the prompt is, make 
sure it reflects your real life. People can 
smell inauthenticity a mile away so tailor the 
prompt to your life. 

I.E. “Parenthood” becomes “Pet 
parenthood” or “spat out my coffee” 
becomes “dropped my cocktail”. 
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PAUSE. (emoji) Check in with yourself. Do a body 
scan, how are you feeling right now? 

Here are three funny things: 

Yesterday we were....

Parenthood is...

Checks weather forecast: In a winter storm 
advisory with snowflakes falling. (emoji)

Just in case you need a reminder to take a deep 
breath (or three) or get some fresh air or move 
your body, here it is.

I (just?) realized that it’s been (more than) 
__________ since I’ve really taken a true break 
from ______. 

So before I go, I want to invite you along.

Just __________. No other way I’d rather do 
___________. 

These moments are little reminders of 
___________________

I want my __________ to know/experience/see/
feel _______________

I’ve never regretted______________

Trust me, you’re capable of _________

I used to never___________

I never used to ______________

I used to always _________

Somewhere along the way I truly started to 
___________________

Are you guilty of _______________?

I found myself _______________

Grateful for ____________

People always ask me ___________

It shouldn’t surprise you that I ______

While my path is __________ my own, it’s been 
influenced by _______________

I’ve been doing this long enough to ___

Lessons from ___________

I hope we never stop __________

I almost spat my coffee out when I ____

A LOT has changed since __________ but 
surprisingly _________________

If you’re ready to ________, then you HAVE to 
______________.

Somewhere along the way we were/I was taught 
to ______________ 

I never thought I’d make it but here we are (how 
did you get here, what was in the way)

I’m also the girl who would rather _________ 
than __________, so there’s that. (emoji) Am I 
the only one?

My view today wasn’t so bad....

Falling in love with __________ has never been 
more fun

This morning I ________

Sharing your story
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Success to me isn’t________

Success to me IS ________

It hit me like a __________ when I realized 
____________

After years of ___________, I finally 
_______________ _______________

Most of us have inherited ________ and (here 
are my thoughts about that)

The 5 things I’ve been doing every morning!

This is how I will remember this 
season_______

A year ago________

Does anyone else think it’s wild that ________ 
is ____________?

This is what I found when I ________

Epic _______ brought to you by/courtesy of 
______

I love learning interesting things about people 
I follow so today I am dropping 5(emoji) totally 
random facts about myself that you probably 
didn’t know!

It’s been a decade since______

I could have never imagined the path I’ve been 
on over this last decade from ______________ 
and _________ to ____________

Take a walk down memory lane with me as I 
share # photos of ________

It’s impossible to not think about what I/we 
went through to get/see/do/visit/experience  
___________

Swipe to see me as a child

It’s tempting to want to __________ (and 
here’s my story about that)

Save us one! (Photo of food)

Love this view (and here’s why/the memories it 
brings up)

For every _______, I’ve done _______. 

I call this: “No coffee [or whatever you want to 
to say] , No __________”

My # favorite tools for_________ are

Getting ready to/for _______ and (this is how 
I’m feeling)

I bought a _________. It’s the colour 
of _______________ and [feels like] 
_____________. Every time I [see/wear/use] it I 
will _________, a much needed ___________

I’m in a bit of a slump with work, so I 
________________

Which do you prefer: __________ or 
___________? Swipe to see ________.

I want to be brave enough to _______

Is there anything more magical than______?

This [day of the week] we were greeted 
by________
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ENCOURAGING

Repeat after us: Today is going to be a 
GREAT day! (Emoji)

We hope your day is filled with ____

you’re right where you were meant to be!

You’re doing a lot, you have so much to be 
proud of, and the things you’ve yet to do? 
They’ll astound you.

What if today, you looked for what’s right 
instead of what’s wrong?

You are not the same person you were 
when this year started. 

This section is a work in progress 
and it is my hope that just these 
few will open a door to looking for 
encouraging words of your own to 
share. 
My best advice for encouraging others 
is to share what YOU would love most 
for someone to tell you--whether it’s 
a past, younger you, or you today.  

The amazing thing about love and attention and 
encouragement and grace and success and joy is that these 

things are infinite. We get a new supply every single morning, 
and so we can give it away all day. We never, ever have to 

monitor the supply of others or grab or hoard. 

-Glennon Doyle Melton
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TOUGH SEASONS
What has 2020 revealed to you that wasn’t a part 
of your plan but has brought unexpected clarity?

Where’s your first trip to when all of this is over?

What is different today than it was a year ago that 
you’re grateful for?

How have you grown in this season?

What are the plans you’re grieving the loss of?

What new ways have you found to cope?

What’s your go-to escape?

What has come into clearer focus for you?

What do you wish you had known before this?

As I update this in 2020, I can’t help but think 
I hope we never experience something like this 
again. 
These prompts can be reused, modified, and 
expanded to deal with other tough seasons--
whether just personally, or for your corner of the 
world. 
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RETAIL SPECIFIC
SIMPIFIYING PRODUCT TALK

Head to our stories for some ideas to make this 
________________

Set the scene and let the __________ do the rest

Our store is turning #! Since we started, a lot 
has changed. Now we ___________ and 
___________. When did you discover us? Share in 
the comments below!

Some new faces ‘round here call for a little 
introduction. I’m _______ and I help _________ 
find/achieve/do _______________ with a passion 
for ____________

Another “in progress” section, these prompts are 
geared towards bricks and mortar retail stores. 
Use them as a jumping off point to get your 
wheels turning on ways to show off your store, 
products, + staff. 

Pairing _____________ with your favorite 
(________)is a _________ way to 
______________. 

Bringing a little _______ into your bathroom is 
always a __________

__________ favorites for wherever you are.



LEARN MORE

Whether you need help improving 
your images or are ready to hand 

them off to a pro, I can help!

Photo Coaching 
+Image Editing

Simple Growth

A monthly marketing + coaching 
program to guide you to success 

with ease, not strife.

GET RESULTS

Thank you and keep in touch
Without you, this is just empty space, expended 
energy for nothing. Thank you for allowing me to 

come alongside you in your business!

Jennifer

http://www.jennifergrantphoto.com
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